
InCommon TAC Meeting 2022-10-06
Minutes
Attending: Matthew Brookover, Judith Bush, Heather Flanagan, Eric Goodman, Mark Rank, Keith Wessel, Matthew Economou, 

With (Also Starring): David Bantz, IJ Kim,  Johnny Lasker, Albert Wu, Les LaCroix (CACTI), Rob Carter (CACTI), Ann West (Internet2),  Andrew Morgan 
(CTAB), Kevin Morooney, Margaret Cullen (CACTI) , Pål Axelsson, Steve Zoppi, Richard Frovarp, 

Guest stars: Niels van Dijk, 

Regrets: Joanne, Steve P

Scribes: Mark Rank, Judith B

Status Updates - Q&A

Call out for folks to update.
(see email updates below)

InCommon TAC nominations update 

Kevin – there are several nominations for Steering. Some steering might be candidates that would be of interest of TAC

Digital Wallets in the EU/GÉANT from Niels van Dijk from SURFNet

This was a preview of a session Niels will present at the  to be held starting December 4, 2022 in Devenver, CO.2022 Internet2 TechEx

Heather intro Digital Wallets 
Have other committee members 
Hand it over to Niels van Dijk slide show

Will handle questions along the way but reserve the right to table for end
Niels does intro 

Running out of time at slide 9 (13:58), skipped to slide 13. 

presentationSlides from the 

Email Updates

International Updates

From:  Heather Flanagan

REFEDS

Three consultations are now open:  Anonymous Access, Pseudonymous Access, and Personalized Entity Categories, with the Federated 
Authorization Best Practice and the FAQ available as bonus prizes. The consultations are open until 8 November 2022.
The latest REFEDS community chat was held on 6 October and covered the MFA Profile. All community chats are recorded and made available 
online. See  . https://refeds.org/community-chats
The next in-person REFEDS meeting is scheduled for 5 December 2022 before TechEx. Please register! https://internet2.edu/2022-technology-

 exchange/

 Authenticate

The FIDO Alliance's annual conference,  , is being held in Seattle the week of 17 October. For anyone following the passwordless Authenticate
space, this is a conference to watch.

IIW and the OpenID Workshop

The next IIW meeting is scheduled for 15-17 November 2022 in its usual location of Mountain View, California. As usual, there will likely be a 
strong contingent of people interested in the SSI/VC/DID space, but as an unconference, the actual content depends on what people bring to the 
table.
The OpenID Foundation is planning a workshop the Monday before IIW (14 November 2022). Details are still pending regarding registration and 
location, but the commitment is there.

Misc

https://internet2.edu/2022-technology-exchange/
https://surfdrive.surf.nl/files/index.php/s/Qa6hJWWnlRevt1u
https://refeds.org/community-chats
https://internet2.edu/2022-technology-exchange/
https://internet2.edu/2022-technology-exchange/
https://authenticatecon.com/event/authenticate-2022-conference/
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The OpenID Foundation, partnered with the Kantara Initiative,  is also planning on producing a privacy whitepaper; Heather Flanagan holds the 
pen on that, and work starts immediately. The whitepaper is intended to define the wider privacy landscape and place efforts like Kantara’s 
Privacy Enhancing Mobile Credential working group (PEMC WG)  and various OIDF working groups in context, along with major privacy laws and 
regulations.

Browser Interactions

The FedID CG is updating its charter to include work on navigational based tracking and redirects (note that work on replacing functionality that's lost when 
third-party cookies are banned or partitioned remains the highest priority). Apple has joined the CG, which brings all the major browser vendors to the 
table. The   is one of our two work items, and focuses more on IdP discovery than actual authentication Federated Credential Management API (FedCM)
flows. The other work item is the documentation of various  and how all the different privacy APIs being developed might impact different points use cases 
of an OIDC-based authentication flow.

Wallets and Federation

TAC will be listening to presentations from Niels van Dijk (SURF) and Kerri Lemoie (MIT) around what's happening in the digital wallet space in higher 
 to help solve for the lack of standard definition around "what's education. Of related interest, the Linux Foundation is kicking off the OpenWallet Foundation

a wallet."

I2 Ops Updates

From:  Johnny Lasker 

A couple of Ops Updates:

FM Release 7.0.1 
Webpacker JavaScript upgrade for Federation Manager

Defining epic for Delegated Administrator migration work
Development updates to Baseline Expectations v2 health check functions
Reviewing/Finalizing eduroam RP testing proposal

https://github.com/fedidcg/FedCM
https://github.com/fedidcg/use-case-library
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